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A system for protecting data managed in a cloud-computing
network from malicious data operations includes an lntemet
connected server and software executing on the server from a

non-transitory physical medium, the software providing a

token.
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?rst function for generating one or more security tokens that
validate one or more computing operations to be performed
on the data, a second function for generating a hash for each
token generated, the hash detailing, in a secure fashion, the
operation type or types permitted by the one or more tokens,
a third function for brokering two-party signature of the one
or more tokens, and a fourth function for dynamically acti
vating the one or more signed tokens for a speci?c time
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SECURITY LAYER AND METHODS FOR
PROTECTING TENANT DATA IN A
CLOUD-MEDIATED COMPUTING
NETWORK

resulting from database queries. Moreover, adequate moni
tors are in place to capture and plug identi?ed vulnerabilities
and to raise appropriate alarms in order to initiate immediate

corrective actions. However, such procedural methods in
place within most cloud-mediated service networks will not

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
DOCUMENTS

[0001]

NA

prevent malicious attacks from happening. They simply pro
vide indication that malicious actions have occurred and may

help with tracing such malicious activity back to its origin and
preventing future acts from that source as a temporary solu

and pertains particularly to methods and apparatus for secur

tion.
[0010] Therefore, what is currently needed in the art is a
security layer and methods that will empower cloud tenants in
efforts to control how their data is accessed and serviced at the
provider’s facilities. A solution such as this will offer cloud
computing tenants a higher degree of con?dence and assur

ing tenant data against malicious operations.

ance about the con?dentiality, integrity, and security of the

[0004]
[0005]

services that are consumed.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002]
[0003]

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention is in the ?eld of distributed

computing including cloud-mediated computing networks
2. Discussion of the State of the Art
A cloud-mediated computing network is a network

accessible distributed computing platform used by compa

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

nies to provide network-based data management solutions for
their clients. The distributed computing model is attractive to

[0011] The problem stated above is that complete trust is
desirable for tenants sub scribing to public or privately offered
cloud-mediated computing services, but many of the conven

organiZations from startups to large multinational corpora

tional means for creating complete trust, such as secure

tions that seek computing alternatives that enable them to

encryption of data and industry-tested ?rewalls, do not

businesses to manage their own data and data belonging to

reduce computing costs, maintenance overhead, and to gain
computing power on demand.

[0006]

It is desired that such computing resources provide

?awless, secure, and negative latency computational power
with little or no downtime. While external security measures
instituted on cloud-based computing networks are adequate
for most personal and industrial uses, tenants desire more
control over the operations that are performed on their pro

address trust issues relative to some internally-based security
threats. The inventors therefore considered functional com

ponents of a cloud-based computing network, looking for
elements that exhibit potential for interoperability that could
potentially be harnessed to provide trust measures that
enforce trust of internal operatives but in a manner that would
not require signi?cant computational resources or create
more network latency.

prietary and mission critical data. Current controls in place

[0012] Every cloud-mediated computing network is depen

for most cloud-based networks such as process auditing,
event logging, and sharing of logs with cloud tenants are not

dant on trust that tenants place toward the network architec

ture and service-provider operators, one by-product of which

suf?ciently secure for larger institutions that manage critical

is an abundance of loyal tenants subscribing to offered ser

and highly sensitive data. To wit, larger corporations favor

vices. All cloud-mediated computing networks employ data

private cloud-networks tailored to accommodate global needs

servers and software applications to conduct the permitted

of large corporate houses con?ning the cloud technology

data operations relative to tenants secure data, and data serv
ers executing software are typically a part of such apparatus.

within their corporate backbones.
[0007] Providers of public cloud-computing based on mod

[0013]

The present inventor realiZed in an inventive

els such as the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model have
identi?ed a lack of trust of external entities and a fact that
tenants currently have little or no control over mission critical

moment that if, during normal servicing of cloud-mediated
data, operations requested on data could be validated inter
nally and be permitted only for time periods required to

data at premises outside the provider organiZation’s domain

perform such operations, signi?cant improvement in security

perimeter as among key reasons for a sluggish adoption rate

against malicious intent spawned from within the network

for tenants subscribing to cloud-mediated computing.
[0008] In current practice, clients must entrust the service

unique security layer and methods for protecting tenant data

provider with all its business intelligence (in the form of data)

from malicious internal threats that allowed tenants more

and computing infrastructure (in terms of hardware and other

control over their data while constraining operations on data
to those operations that are pre-negotiated between the ser

supporting operational software and applications) and
expects its data to be preserved, protected, serviced properly,
and respected for its value. To be fair, most service providing
organiZations do have a higher level of security in place than

domain might result. The inventor therefore constructed a

vice provider and the tenant and limiting the life cycle of those
operations to operation windows deemed suf?cient for per

forming those operations. A signi?cant improvement in inter

normal enterprise security regimens. These measures help

nal security of tenant data against malicious intent results,

address key areas of security by satisfying the norms put forth
by current security standards. For example, data are
encrypted when in transit and while in storage to ensure that
it is not intercepted and decoded.
[0009] A challenge to encryption is that it may not be prac
tically applied to extremely large data sets or for certain types

with no impediment to operational task requirement or net

of data intense operations. One reason for this is that many
current databases require a non-encrypted state to render the

data searchable for extraction and distribution operations

work latency created.
[0014] Accordingly, in one embodiment of the present
invention, a system for protecting data managed in a cloud
computing network from malicious data operations is pro
vided including an Internet-connected server and software
executing on the server from a non-transitory physical

medium, the software providing a ?rst function for generating
one or more security tokens that validate one or more com
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puting operations to be performed on the data, a second
function for generating a hash for each token generated, the
hash detailing, in a secure fashion, the operation type or types
permitted by the one or more tokens, a third function for
brokering tWo -party signature of the one or more tokens, and
a fourth function for dynamically activating the one or more

[0020] According to another aspect of the present inven
tion, a method is provided for using a token object to authen
ticate one or more computing operations requested to be
performed on cloud-mediated data. The method includes the

steps (a) performing a lookup in a secure object database for
a token object that permits the operation or operations that are

signed tokens for a speci?c time WindoW required to perform

subject of a received request to perform the one or more

the operations permitted by the token.

computing operations, (b) in the event a relevant token is not

[0015]

found, generating and sending a system noti?cation, (c) in the

In one embodiment, the cloud-computing netWork

is a public netWork based on an Infrastructure as a Service

event a relevant token is found, generating a temporary ID for

(IaaS) model. In a preferred embodiment, the system is
implemented in a virtual machine monitoring layer. In this
embodiment, the system is further integrated into a Dom0
kernel. In a preferred embodiment, the available computing

the token, (d) validating the operational integrity of the token,

pre-de?ned attributes of a parent object, the operations agreed

(e) activating the token for a period of time representing a
time frame Within Which the data operation or operations
must be completed, and (f) destroying or deactivating and
storing the token after the stated operations are completed.
[0021] In one aspect of the method, in step (b), the system

to in a service level agreement (SLA) betWeen a cloud com

noti?cation is sent to a tenant interface operated as a control

puting tenant and a cloud computing service provider.

dashboard interface. In a preferred aspect, in step (d), the

[0016] In one embodiment, the one or more generated
tokens are stored in an inactive and signed state until they are

hash values. In another aspect, in step (f) the deactivated

required to validate a requested operation. In one embodi

token is reusable for the same operation or operations it

ment, one or more of the tokens are reusable tokens that are

permits.

operations attributed to the one or more generated tokens are

uniquely identi?ed at each instance of use. In one embodi
ment, one or more tokens are dynamically generated upon
request of a cloud service administrator or cloud tenant for
performance of one or more data operations outside of a
current SLA. In a variation of this embodiment, the one or
more dynamically generated tokens are added to a token

storage space containing the pre-negotiated tokens, the one or
more tokens incorporating one or more neW operations into
the SLA as one or more updates.

[0017]

In a preferred embodiment, the one or more tokens

are signed using privately held keys. In one embodiment, the
hash of a token is compared to an embedded hash value to

validate the content and operation integrity of the token
before activation for use. In one embodiment, the system
includes a ?fth function for validating one or more tokens for

operation against pre-negotiated list of permitted operations
in the SLA policy governing the provider/tenant relationship.
[0018]

According to an aspect of the present invention, a

method is provided for securing against internal malicious
operations against data stored on a cloud-computing netWork.
The method includes the steps (a) generating one or more
security tokens that validate one or more computing opera
tions permitted on the data, the operations listed in a pre
negotiated service level agreement betWeen a tenant and ser

vice provider of the cloud computing netWork, (b) generating
hashes for the one or more security tokens, the hashes vali

dating the integrity of each token relevant to the operation or
operations that each token permits, (c) signing the one or

more tokens using encryption keys privately held by the ten
ant and the service provider, (d) upon request, activating one
or more of the tokens to initiate one or more computing

operations permitted on the data.
[0019] In a preferred aspect of the method, the cloud-com

operational integrity of the token is validated by comparing

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
FIGURES
[0022] FIG. 1 is an architectural overvieW of a cloud-me
diated data netWork that supports secure token authentication
for operations performed on cloud data according to an

embodiment of the present invention.
[0023] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating basic compo
nents of softWare 117 of FIG. 1.

[0024]

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating basic compo

nents of softWare 119 of FIG. 1.

[0025]

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating basic compo

nents of softWare 120 of FIG. 1.

[0026] FIG. 5 is a process How chart illustrating steps for
generating secure intelligent tokens from a secured policy
de?nition according to an embodiment of the present inven
tion.
[0027] FIG. 6 is a process How chart illustrating steps for
validating an operation performed on cloud data using a
secure intelligent token according to an embodiment of the

present invention.
[0028] FIG. 7 is a process How chart illustrating a process
for differentiating betWeen a transitory token and a reusable
token for validating an operation performed on cloud data
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] The inventors provide a system and methods for
protecting data managed in a cloud-computing netWork from
malicious data operations that enables cloud tenants better
control over What operations can be performed on their data,

puting netWork is a public/private/hybrid netWork based on

Who can perform those operations, and When those operations
are permitted. The present invention Will be described in

an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model. Also in a pre

enabling detail using the folloWing examples, Which may

ferred aspect, the available computing operations attributed to

describe more than one relevant embodiment falling Within

the one or more generated tokens are pre-de?ned attributes of

the scope of the present invention.

a parent object, the operations agreed to in a service level
agreement (SLA) betWeen a cloud computing tenant and a

[0030] FIG. 1 is an architectural overvieW of a cloud-me
diated data netWork 100 that supports secure token authenti
cation for operations performed on cloud data according to an
embodiment of the present invention. Data netWork 100
includes a trusted third-party data netWork 101. Data netWork

cloud computing service provider. In one aspect, the one or
more generated tokens are stored in an inactive and signed

state until they are required to validate a requested operation.
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101 may be a corporate wide area network (WAN) or local
area network (LAN), or some other secured data network

managed by a third party trusted provider of certain security
elements related to the present invention. More speci?cally,
the trusted third-party may be a company that provides secu

from a computing appliance to enable active network inter
face with cloud-based services offered through provider net
work 103. Tenants may control and manage many aspects of

the cloud-computing services through client application 121

rity-enabled data objects (SEDO), a term coined by the inven

including but not limited to authorizing special ad-hoc cloud
computing requests received from cloud tenants. In another

tors to describe a token generated from a parent SEDO object

embodiment, application 121 may reside on web server 110

model. Third-party trusted network 101 is not speci?cally
required in order to practice the present invention. In one

or on another machine accessible over the network. Comput

embodiment, the third party is simply a secure and trusted
party that both cloud-computing tenants and a cloud-comput

ing service provider entity trusts to generate security tokens,
also referred to herein as secure intelligent tokens (SITs).
[0031] Data network 100 includes a cloud-computing ten
ant network 102. Tenant network 102 represents any wired or
wireless data network that may support access to cloud com
puting for one or more connected computing appliances.

Computing appliances 114 a-d represent cloud-computing
client devices having connection to cloud-based services pro

ing appliances 114 (a-d) may be desktop, laptop, or notebook
computing appliances, android devices, smart phones, iPAD
devices, or any computing appliance capable of Internet con

nection, navigation, and networking.
[0035]

Provider network 103 includes a network backbone

106. Network backbone 106 represents all of the lines, equip
ment, and access points that make up provider network 103.
Provider network 103 may be any corporate or private net
work that has connection to Internet network 104 through
which provider services may be made available to the public
at large. In this embodiment, provider network backbone 1 06

vided by a cloud-computing service providing entity. Data

supports a data server 111. Server 111 includes a non-transi

network 100 further includes a provider network 103. Pro
vider network 103 represents any wired and or wirelessly

tory medium containing all of the data and software required

accessible data network secured for provision of cloud-miti
gated computing or “cloud computing” as it is referred to in
the art. In this embodiment, trusted third-party data network
101, tenant network 102, and provider network 103 are inter
connected by the Internet network, illustrated herein as Inter

access to cloud-computing resources for tenants operating

to enable function as a data server. Data server 111 provides

appliances 114 (a-d). Server 111 may be accessed through
application 121 in one embodiment. In one embodiment ten
ants are connected to a proxy server, which in turn provides
connection to server 111.

net network 104.

[0036]

[0032] Internet network 104 includes a network backbone
107. Network backbone 107 represents all of the lines, equip
ment, and access points that make up the Internet network as
a whole, including connected sub-networks. Therefore, there
are no geographic limitations to practice of the present inven

this example as residing on server 111. Policy manager 120 is
a software application that manages SLA derived policy used
to govern cloud-computing services tenant by tenant. In a
preferred embodiment, cloud-computing tenants such as an
organization, small business, or user group have a speci?c
policy tailored to their cloud-computing needs. In one
embodiment, a formalized SLA representing a service agree

tion. Internet backbone 107 supports a web server 110. Web

server 110 includes a non-transitory physical medium that
contains all of the data and software required to enable func
tion as a web server. Any third-party web hosting service (not
illustrated) may host web server 110. In one embodiment,
web server 1 10 is maintained by the service provider and may
be hosted within the network domain of the service provider
or within network 103 without departing from the spirit and
scope of the present invention.
[0033]

Web server 110 hosts a website 122. The cloud

A policy manager 120 is provided and illustrated in

ment between a tenant and a service provider is forwarded to

a trusted third party like one operating through third-party
network 101 so that information relative to service provision
can be used to aid in the generation of secure intelligent
tokens, also referred to herein as simply tokens. Secure

encrypted policies may be generated based on SLA input and
forwarded back to the service provider network for secure

storage and maintenance.

computing service-providing entity operating service pro

[0037]

vider network 103 maintains website 122. Website 122 rep
resents an access point for potential cloud-computing tenants

object (SEDO) manager application 119. Application 119

Data server 111 includes a security enabled data

provides one or more methods for using SITs to enable cloud

such as those operating computing appliances 114 (a-d). Ten
ants operating computing appliances 114 (a-d) may access
website 122 and register for cloud-computing services

computing operations of tenant data according to policy

offered by the service providing entity through provider net

designed to enable secure permissions for performing spe
ci?c data operations on cloud data owned by tenants. Token
management includes token storage, token access, and token
validation processes. All of the data operations permitted on
cloud data are de?ned by tokens generated for tenants based

work 103. In one embodiment, web sever 110 includes a
proxy server that provides proxy service access to cloud

computing services offered through provider network 103.
Such tenants as part of negotiating cloud services, may agree
upon and sign a service level agreement (SLA). The SLA
de?nes all service provisions, service levels, and details what
speci?c data operations are permitted to be performed on
tenant cloud data and who may perform those operations.

[0034] Tenants operating computing appliances 114 (a-d)
may connect to website 122 on web server 110 and may

access and download a client application 121. Client applica

tion 121, illustrated on computing appliance 114 (d), may
include a client interface application or “dashboard” control
interface. Such an interface may reside on and be executed

driven rules and constraints. SEDO manager 119 manages
storage and access of secure intelligent tokens speci?cally

on SLA policy and rules. In this example, tokens are gener
ated for use by a third party that is trusted by both the tenant
and the service provider. Tokens may or may not be encrypted
when stored for latter use. One token may de?ne one or more

data operations that may be performed under the SLA agree
ment and governed by a formalized secure policy de?nition.
To prevent latency, tokens associated with all VM instances
running on a particular node are stored locally.
[0038] Data server 111 has connection to cloud-computing
resources 114 (cloud data/storage/hardware). Resources 114
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include all of the hardware, software, and data storage facili

tenant. Server 109 includes a mass storage repository 112 that

ties to enable a cloud-computing island or network.

contains all of the records of events performed by the trusted

Resources 114 typically include numerous computing pro
cessor units (CPUs) and machines represented in a physical

third-party charged with token generation and encryption

hardware layer, and virtual operating systems represented in

115 that represents a computing appliance used by an admin
istrator to provide administration, routine maintenance, and
other tasks relative to the third-party components in place for
token generation and management.

a hypervisor layer analogous to a virtual machine layer. Pro
vider network backbone 106 supports a network-connected

computing appliance 116. Computing appliance 116 repre
sents a terminal used by administration or the like to maintain
and administer cloud services. In one embodiment, adminis
trator 116 has direct access or access through an interface to

a cloud-computing console (not illustrated) enabling an
authoriZed administrator to perform administrative tasks and
to submit operation requests to the system for performing
operations on cloud-hosted data. In one embodiment, the
cloud-computing network 103 is a public network based on
an infrastructure as a service (IaaS) cloud-computing model.

In other embodiments, aspects of the present invention may
be practiced on private cloud-computing networks, or on

hybrid networks without departing from the spirit and scope
of the present invention. IaaS is the base model for platform as
a service (PaaS) and for software as a service (SaaS).
[0039] In one embodiment of the present invention, token

generation and intermediary post-generation management is
performed by a trusted third party operating through network
101. However, it will be apparent to one with skill in the art

that all of the software applications enabling functions of the
invention may reside on and be executed from one server
connected to the network or many servers connected to the

Internet without departing from the spirit and scope of the
present invention. Separation of software instances or com

ponents in this example is meant only to illustrate the separate
domains of a service provider, a cloud-computing guest or

tenant, and a third-party service providing actual token gen
eration based on SLA provisions. In all embodiments, at least
the SEDO management application 119 has components,
which are tightly integrated within the cloud-computing

hypervisor layer that brokers communication of operation
requests to the cloud computing networks physical layer

services. Backbone 108 supports an administration terminal

[0042]

In practice of the invention, a tenant such as one

operating one or more of computing appliances 114 (a-d)
connects to website 122 and registers for cloud-computing
services. In the process, the tenant and service provider will
form and agree to an SLA de?ning the scope of services

offered and detailing all of the permitted operations that may
be performed relative to the tenant’s cloud data. The formal
iZed (signed) SLA may then be forwarded to the trusted
third-party service for generation of a machine-readable
policy de?nition that governs permitted use for each token

generated under the policy. All of the tokens required to de?ne
and permit each allowable data operation permitted under the
policy are generated from a parent object model. The gener
ated tokens are child instances of that model. In one embodi

ment, tokens are signed but not encrypted. In another embodi
ment, all generated tokens are encrypted at the third-party
service. The token manager brokers signature of each gener
ated token. Both the tenant and the service provider sign

tokens using private keys. The token manager forwards the
generated tokens and policies governing them to the service
provider for secure storage.
[0043] In practice of the invention, the service provider
services requests for operations on cloud data by looking in
the policy and token store for the speci?c token and policy
that permits the request. If the signed token exists and is
permitted under the policy, the service provider extracts the
token and queues it for processing. During processing, the
token may be validated against possible tampering or ?le

corruption through comparing hash values generated from
the token’s operation description to a pre-generated hash

(114). More detail about software integration with cloud
components is described later in this speci?cation.
[0040] Third-party network backbone 108 supports a data

value embedded in the token data at the time it was generated.
A token may be assigned an identi?cation number for an
active state. A time to live (TTL) may be pre-determined and
activated for the token when the token is used. The TTL forces

server 109. Data server 109 includes a non-transitory physical

the operation(s) permitted by the token to be performed

medium that contains all of the data and software required to

within the TTL window and the token becomes inactive or

enable function as a data server. Server 109 includes a soft

benign at the end of the TTL preventing further operation

ware (SW) token generator 117. In one embodiment, SW 117
is adapted to accept formalized SLA data contained in an SLA
agreement as data input in order to generate a machine-read

performance on the data.
[0044] In one embodiment a token is generated from an
ad-hoc request for a data operation or operations that were not

able policy de?nition that outlines the particulars of data

generates security enabled data objects (SEDOs), also

permitted in the original policy and for which no reusable
tokens exist. Such tokens may be generated if both the service
provider and tenant agree to permit the new data operation(s).
In this embodiment, the token is generated, signed, and used

referred to as tokens that provide secure access and permis

in the same manner as pre-generated tokens. The tenant may

sions for the service provider to perform operations on the
cloud data owned by that tenant covered under the policy.

one embodiment. Token manager 118 may broker tenant and

elect for the newly generated token to become a reusable
token if it is deemed that the operation(s) should become part
of regular policy. In this case, the policy is modi?ed to re?ect
the new data operation(s) that will be permitted regularly in
the future. There may also be operations on data permitted by

provider signature of generated tokens, and may forward

reusable tokens that the tenant desires to delete or eliminate

operations that are identi?ed in the agreement and allowed

according to policy of the agreement. Token generator 117

[0041]

Server 109 also hosts a token manager 118. Token

manager 118 may provide encryption for generated tokens in
generated tokens for each tenant to a secure token storage

from the policy. In this case, if both parties agree, tokens may

facility (not illustrated) maintained by the service provider. In

be scraped eliminating certain operations from being per

one embodiment, the policy de?nition governing all of the
operations de?ned in the tokens is encrypted and sent to the
service provider for secure storage with the tokens for each

formed on tenant data.

[0045]

SEDO manager 119 is integrated with the hypervi

sor layer of the cloud computing platform and certain com
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ponents are integrated into the operating system kernel to

provider includes in its service to cloud tenants. Tokens are

enable token-permitted operations. In empirical testing, the

generated from parent model 202 according to SLA interpre
tation by policy reader 201. In this example tokens 203 (l-n)

system of the invention is implemented on XEN as the Hyper
visor or virtual machine layer and Ubuntu, a modi?ed Linux

Kernel representing Domain 0. The integration is required
from a communications perspective Where requests are

trapped or queued for processing at the kernel and passed on
to a hypervisor communications agent for implementation of

the operations With respect to the physical hardWare layer. In
all embodiments, tenants receive alerts or noti?cations to

their client dashboard application interfaces Whenever
requests do not match permitted operations or if any unau

thoriZed requests are received. Token operation tampering,
policy tampering, or malicious reordering of token operations
or time constraints from Within the service provider’s net

Work are revealed during policy check and hash comparison.
[0046]

Tenant netWork backbone 105 supports a mass

repository containing logs that contain all events having
occurred With respect to cloud data management and opera
tions. In this example, tenants 114 (a-d) are part of an orga
niZation or group sharing tenant netWork 102. HoWever, a

tenant may represent a single entity operating one computing
appliance Without departing from the spirit and scope of the
present invention. In one embodiment, components illus
trated in trusted third-party netWork 101, may instead be
implemented on client servers or computing appliances as

are child instances of parent object 201.
[0050] SW 118, termed a token manager, manages tokens

generated by SW 117 in terms of immediate post generation
tasks. Token manager 118 is responsible for encrypting

tokens (if applicable) and for generating and encrypting (if
applicable) a hash value for each generated token and then
embedding the hash Within the token data. During use, the
hash values embedded Within each token are compared to
rehashed values generated Within the DOM 0 kernel during
token activation to validate the integrity of the token, more
particularly that the token has not been tampered With by the
trusted third party or by the service provider during inactive
storage or in transit. In this example, the hash is generated
from the operation description or content description of the
token.
[0051] In one embodiment, mapping of tokens and token
attributes to policy attributes are contained in an extensible

markup language @(ML) ?le. A unique session identi?cation
(SID) may be generated each time a token is used to complete
operations relative to a neW request by the service provider or

by the tenant. SID assignment may be performed at the loca
tion or domain of the service provider. In one embodiment,
token generator SW 117 provides a summary machine-read

part of the client application thereby eliminating any third

able version (policy de?nition) of the formalized SLA policy

party dependencies. In one embodiment, tenants may vest
different levels of trust on the service provider and may there

that may be stored along With or separately from the gener
ated tokens for each tenant. The policy may be used as a
reference map When accessing tokens for use. For example, if

fore instill varying degrees of security constraints to be
imparted to their virtual instances. Tenants Who trust the

a request comes into the system that requires a token for

service provider the most Would require the loWest degree of

permissions, the service provider may access the service
policy to determine if a token exists for the request. The policy
de?nition veri?es Whether the requested token operations are
permitted and if a token Was generated and is available in
storage and that is valid for use in enabling performance of

security Where as tenants Who Want to host mission-critical
data Would put a least amount of trust on the service provider

and therefore require higher levels of security. The token
security regimen of the invention has the ?exibility to enforce
security on demand and according to varying trust models
subscribed to by tenants.
[0047] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating basic compo

those operations.

nents of softWare 117 of FIG. 1. SW 117 is hosted by a

is activated during use of the token by the service provider.

third-party trusted by both tenants and the service provider to

The token only permits its stated operation(s) during the

provide token generation, encryption (if applicable), and

active TTL state of the token. When the TTL expires, the

secure policy generation. The trusted third party is separated

operation(s) authoriZed by the token should be completely
performed. The token is deactivated When the TTL expires
and any operations running during this period must be forced
to complete or shut doWn before the expiration point in time.
In a preferred embodiment, token management SW 118 bro
kers tenant and service provider signing of each generated
token verifying that both recogniZe the validity of each gen
erated token to be used to permit speci?ed data operations.
Token are signed using private keys, one for the tenant and
another for the service provider. Generated tokens With sig

from the service provider by a secure ?reWall insuring that the
service provider plays no role in token generation or in the

initial phases of post generation token management.
[0048]

SW 117 is referred to as a token generator in this

example. Token generation softWare 117 is also termed a
SEDO access control manager (SACM). SW 117 takes a
formaliZed SLA betWeen a tenant and the service provider as

input to generate tokens for a tenant. The service provider
may send a digital copy of an SLA held in policy store 207 to

the trusted third party for evaluation. A policy reader 201
automatically parses the SLA in this example. In one embodi
ment, SLAs may also be revieWed by a knoWledge Worker or
authoriZed administrator. Policy reader 201 isolates all of the
data operations that are permitted in the policy along With all
of the rules and constraints governing each operation.
[0049] To generate a token, SW 117 begins With a parent
object 202. Parent object 202 is termed a client security

enabled data object component (CSEDOC) by the inventor.
The parent object is an object model that includes all of the
possible service attributes and methods including data opera
tions, rules, constraints, and security levels that the service

[0052]

In this example, the generated tokens are reusable

tokens that are incorporated With a TTL clock. The TTL clock

natures are sent to the service provider in encrypted or non

encrypted format and stored in a token store 206 maintained

by the service provider.
[0053] In one embodiment, SW 117 may be incorporated in
the generation of tokens for use With ad-hoc requests repre
senting requests for performing one or more operations on
data Wherein those speci?c operations Were not included in
the formalized SLA. In this case, the tenant may have some
control over Whether the ad-hoc tokens Will be made reusable
or slated for destruction after one-time use. In a third-party

example, the tenant is also separated from the trusted third
party by a ?reWall.
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[0054]

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating basic compo

tenant and service provider. In another embodiment tokens

nents of software 119 of FIG. 1. SW 119 is termed a SEDO

are stored in an encrypted state. In one embodiment tWo or

manager and is an active token management component that
provides at least one method for initiating at least one opera
tion on cloud data based on leveraging a token to gain per
mission for performing the operation(s). When a request to
perform an operation arrives at the system on the provider

more encryption levels are available for the tenant to select

network, the provider accesses the machine-readable policy

policy management module by the inventors. SW 120 ensures

of the tenant subject to the request to determine if there are

that requests received from the cloud provider are cross

any tokens stored in the token/policy store that permit the
operation(s) de?ned in the request. If a token exists, the
service provider may access the token from the token store
206 and may assign a SID for that token. The token may be
moved to active token store 301 representing a queue of sorts
for tokens that are active and ready for processing.
[0055] Active tokens are extracted from active token store

301 for further processing and implementation. In this
example, the generated token and request is sent to a token
revalidation engine 302. Token revalidation engine 302 gen
erates a hash value from the description of token operation(s)
and compares the value With the embedded hash generated by
the third-party token generator module. This process insures
that the token Was not altered or otherWise tampered With
before implementation to permit one or more data operations

de?ned by the token. If the token revalidation engine does not
get a match of the hash values, it may cause an alert to be sent
to the tenant via an alert mechanism 304. Token validation is

from regarding encryption of data in general including token
encryption and policy de?nition encryption.
[0059]

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating basic compo

nents of softWare 120 of FIG. 1. SW 120 is termed a SEDO

checked against agreed policies. If the policy supporting the
request exists then the policy manager uses a token mapping
table to extract the appropriate token and passes it to the

kernel for further processing.
[0060] In this example, tenant and provider requests arrive
to a request queue 401. When a next request is processed, the

SLA policy store 207 may be pinged to access the policy
covering the request on behalf of the tenant’s data. If no

policy exists that supports the request, the cloud tenant is
immediately noti?ed through the alert dashboard in the client
application (121). A decision module 402 may be provided
that functions to connect policy With a token. For example, if

policy revieW determines the request is permitted, a token
mapping table may be accessed to retrieve the appropriate
token from token store 206. If the request is not supported by
the existing policy for that tenant and request, then the tenant
may be provided an opportunity to approve the request (pro

vider request).

performed in the DOM 0 kemel.

[0061]

[0056] The alert sent to a tenant may be sent directly, or
through proxy service, to the tenant’s alert or noti?cation

supported by policy, the tenant may be given the opportunity

section in the tenant’s client dashboard application. SW 119
includes a token reader 303 that parses the data operation(s),
and any constraints associated With the operation. For
example, one constraint might be a level of encryption to be
performed on cloud-computing data associated With a ten
ant’s level of trust of the service provider for that operation(s).

If the request is a tenant request that is not currently

to have the operations subject of the request performed as an
ad-hoc or one time request. In both cases, a neW token may be

generated and approved by the tenant that may be used to
authoriZe and enable performance of the operations subject of
the request. Decision module 402 is responsible for ascertain
ing the states of the request and formulating certain tasks
including tenant noti?cation and neW token generation (if

If the hash values match and all other parameters are correct
for a token, the token reader may pass the token along to a

needed).

hypervisor communication agent 305. Hypervisor compo
nent 305 communicates the operation(s) requested and
de?ned in the token to the physical hardWare layer through

the request is checked against the policy store 207. If the

the hypervisor layer of the cloud-computing platform.

extracted from token store 206. If the request is not supported

[0057]

an alert is sent to the alert section in the client dashboard

In order to implement the above concept in empiri

cal testing, the folloWing development bed has been prepared
and the speci?cation uses XEN Hypervisor v4.0.1 (neXt
gENeration VirtualiZation), DomO running on Ubuntu, Which
is a modi?ed Linux Kernel v2.6.32.45-pv, and Cloud Plat

form XCP 1.0 @(EN Cloud Platform). The inventors selected
XEN hypervisor because it is one of most Widely accepted
and used open source hypervisor layers. It is the fastest and
most secure infrastructure virtualiZation solution available

today supporting a Wide range of operating systems and vari
ous versions of Berkeley SoftWare Distribution (BSD) oper
ating systems. An important consideration is that the source
code is available for it to be modi?ed to incorporate this neW
secure softWare layer of the present invention. The SEDO

layer interprets all requests before the requests reach the
hypervisor layer for execution.
[0058]

Tokens are extracted from a secure token store,

unWrapped and validated before the rules and operations
embedded in the token are applied. Once validated and autho

riZed by the SEDO layer the control is passed back to the
hypervisor layer for execution. In one embodiment, tokens
are stored in a non-encrypted state but are signed by both

[0062]

When the provider or the tenant submits a request,

request is supported by pre-agreed policy as determined by
decision module 402, then the corresponding token (SIT) is
application (121). The tenant may then make a decision
Whether to approve the providers current requested action on
the tenant’s data. If the tenant approves the request from the

service provider then the corresponding token (SIT) is gen
erated by the token generator module (117) and passed onto
the policy management module (120). The request, in this
case, may be approved as a repeatable operation or set of

operations calling for a reusable token that is generated and
deposited in the token store. If the request is just an ad hoc
request then the generated token is not stored in the token
store.

[0063]

A token generated for an ad hoc request may have a

?ag set for it using a ?ag directory 403 listing tokens gener
ated for ad hoc requests. As neW tokens that are not reusable

arrive to be acted on, a ?ag is dumped onto ?ag directory 403.
This directory is pinged constantly by a process Watcher or
monitor 404 Which Will then insert the token into an active
token store 301 located at the providers domain Within the

SEDO manager component 119. An update module 405 is
provided for introducing the neW token into the active token
store. The SEDO manager component in the provider domain
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revalidates the token by regenerating the hash value for com
parison to the hash embedded Within the token When the token
Was generated.
[0064] The SEDO manager passes the token to the SEDO
hypervisor communication agent Who in turn performs the

cloud data. In one embodiment, a trusted third-party operator
protected by secure ?reWall from provider or tenant access

operations of the request. Another process monitor (not illus

time of life of the token during active state (the token being
leveraged to authenticate data operations).
[0068] TTL is the time allotted for performing the opera

trated) provided Within the hypervisor communication agent
tracks the TTL of the token and the results of the actions
performed on the cloud data. When a token is released from
the active token store, its internal timer (TTL) Will start auto

matically. The token Will self-destruct (ad hoc token only)
When the TTL WindoW encoded Within the token has expired.
In this Way, a token cannot be reused after the intended opera
tion(s) are accomplished. In the case of a reusable token, the
token becomes benign at the end of the TTL and cannot be
reused unless reactivated through another request. A neW

session identi?cation (SID) is associated With each token
activated to permit a data operation or operations. The TTL
parameters for a token give the system enough time to per
form the stated operations but not enough time to be reused
for the same operations.
[0065] FIG. 5 is a process How chart 500 illustrating steps
for generating secure intelligent tokens from a secured policy
de?nition according to an embodiment of the present inven
tion. At step 501, a cloud computing tenant and a service

provider of cloud computing services reach a service level

agreement (SLA). The SLA contains detailed descriptions of
all of the operations, rules and constraints that govern service

provision and tenant consumption of services.At step 502, the
SLA is sent to a trusted third-party operator for interpretation
and generation of a machine-readable policy de?nition sum

mariZing or listing the permitted operations, policy rules, and
constraints associated With those operations. Policy de?ni
tion at step 502 may include constraints or rules that govern

What operations may be performed on the tenant data, Who
may perform those operations, and When and hoW those

operations may be performed. The policy de?nition may also
list all of the tokens that Will be generated for permitting the

listed operations.
[0066] The policy de?nition generated at step 502 from
SLA input received at step 501 is encrypted and stored for
later access at step 503. At step 504, tokens are generated to

enable initiation and performance of individual operations or

sets of operations de?ned in the policy de?nition generated
and stored at step 503. The generated token(s) may reside in

performs steps 502 through 507. In one embodiment, process
500 further includes a step before step 507 for embedding a
TTL clock into the token. In this case, the TTL governs the

tion(s) relative to a token. Therefore for any token, the TTL

shall be su?icient to perform the operations permitted by the
token but not great enough to repeat such operations. Thus, a
token may only be active during performance of the cloud

data operations alloWed by the token and supported by policy.
In this exemplary process, it is determined that the tokens are

reusable tokens generated from pre-agreed policy and not
tokens generated on the ?y as a result of an ad hoc request

approved by the tenant and provider. The token store and the
policy store may be co-located on the same repository Without

departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.
[0069] FIG. 6 is a process How chart 600 illustrating steps
for validating an operation performed on cloud data using a
secure intelligent token according to an embodiment of the
present invention. At step 601, the system receives a request

submitted by a service provider of cloud-computing services
to perform one or more data operations on tenant data stored

on the cloud. The system checks a policy store containing
machine-readable policy de?nitions to access the policy de?

nition covering all of the permitted operations and constraints
associated With operations performed on the tenant’s data.
[0070] At step 603, the system determines Whether the
policy de?nition permits the operation or operations that are
subject of the received request. If the system determines that
the operations are permitted under the policy de?nition at step
603, the system ?nds and accesses the required token or
tokens covering the operation(s). The system may access a
table that lists the pre-signed token or tokens that permit the

operations. The system may then validate the tokens integrity
and operations at step 607. The system may generate a hash
value from token description that is compared With an embed
ded hash value generated from the same data at the time that
the token Was created from a parent object.

[0071] At step 609, the system determines if the token is
valid (has not been tampered With). If it is determined at step
609 that the token is valid, then the system may assign a time

the same data store as the policy de?nitions in one embodi

stamp to the token or TTL parameter that governs the time

ment. In one embodiment, When a request is raised, the policy
de?nition is accessed in order to ?rst validate that the
requested operations are permitted on tenant data under the
policy, and to locate the correct tokens associated With the

frame Within Which the operation(s) described by the token(s)
must be initiated and completed. A single token may encap
sulate one or more data operations. Moreover, more than one

token may be accessed and activated for a tenant from a single

policy for performing those operations. Tokens are generated

request Without departing from the spirit and scope of the

based on a parent object model that contains all of the per

present invention. In one embodiment, a TTL for a token is

mitted operations, permissible data states, permissible loca

created and made part of the token (embedded) at the time of
token creation.

tions of data residency, rules, constraints, and other like
attributes. All tokens inherit their operational attributes from
the parent object model.

[0072] The system may queue the operation request and
accompanying token(s) for processing at step 613. Tokens

[0067] At step 505, the tokens are hashed relative to their
description and/ or content attributes. The hash values gener
ated are unique for each token and are embedded in the token

may be deposited for processing in an active token store.
Flags may be set for each queued token to de?ne the operating

data for later validation purposes. At step 506, the service

the token(s) onto the hypervisor layer for initiation and per
formance of the permitted operations at step 614. At step 615,
the system may update an event log for the tenant and notify

provider and the tenant sign the tokens using private keys
provided to or otherWise secured by them at step 506. Gen
erated tokens are stored in a token storage at step 507 for latter
use in authenticating data operations performed on tenant

state of each token. A process Watcher or monitor may pass

the tenant of the current state of operations and When those

operations are completed.
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[0073]

If at step 603, the system determines that the request

is not supported by the existing policy de?nition, the system

Which no existing token Was found and that the tenant
approved generation of one or more neW tokens to handle the

may immediately alert the tenant by sending a message or

request.

noti?cation to the tenant at step 604. Such a noti?cation Will

[0078] In this case, the system may determine at step 701 if
the neW token(s) is generated from an ad hoc request. An ad

convey to the tenant that the policy de?nition did not support
the operation(s) subject of the request received in step 601 . At

step 606, the system may request permission from the tenant
to perform the data operations that Were not permitted under
the policy de?nition. At step 608, the tenant makes a decision
Whether to authorize the operations or not to authoriZe those

operations.
[0074]

If the tenant determines not to authoriZe the service

provider’s request, the process may terminate at step 615 for
that request. The event is logged at the tenant and the tenant is
noti?ed that the request Was formally denied. The service
provider may also record the event. If the tenant authoriZes
the operation(s) at step 608, one or more tokens may be

generated at step 610 that cover the operations requested. The
requested operations must be included in the attributes of a

parent SEDO object for normal token generation. At step 612,
the token(s) are hashed, signed by both parties, and queued
for service at step 612. This process is similar to the process
for pre-generating tokens except that the neW tokens are not
stored as reusable tokens unless the tenant requests the neW

operations as part of the regular cloud netWork service model
and the policy de?nition is updated to re?ect the neW opera

tion permissions.
[0075]

The process may then move to step 611 Wherein the

tokens are assigned a TTL to constrain the operation(s) to be

performed Within the speci?ed time frame. This process is
performed by the token generator in one embodiment. All of
the suggested time frames may be detailed in the parent object

hoc request de?nes a request that speci?es one or more data
operations to be performed on demand or one time. An ad hoc

request may be submitted by the tenant or by the service
provider. If the system determines at step 701 that the token(s)
is from an ad hoc request, the system may set a ?ag associated
With the token for a state of a transitory token at step 703. A
transitory token is one that is used once and destroyed after
use and is not reusable for future data operations.

[0079]

The transitory token may then be stored or queued

for use at step 704. At step 705, the system may access the

token(s) in order to perform the data operations speci?ed in
the token(s). The system may generate a hash value for the
transitory token at step 706, and then it may compare that
value at step 707 With the embedded hash value generated
When the token Was created. At step 708, the system deter
mines if the neW token(s) is valid. In one embodiment, tokens
generated on the ?y for one time use may not be required to
contain a hash for comparison as there may be a much loWer
risk of tampering With a transitory token compared to one that
is reusable and stored in an inactive state. HoWever, in one
embodiment all tokens must contain an embedded hash value

When they are created from the parent object regardless of the
type of token being reusable or transitory.

[0080] At step 708, the system determines if the neWly
generated token is valid or not according to the results of hash

generation and comparison in steps 706 and 707. If the system
determines that the token(s) is valid at step 708, then the
system performs the stated operations of the token on the

as attributes to covered data operations. Time frames for

tenant’s cloud data at step 709. If at step 701, the tenant has

tokens containing multiple data operations may have more

marked the token as a reusable token, then a ?ag may be set

than one TTL, for example, a TTL for each operation to be

performed. TTLs for speci?c operations may be summed to
cover a set of operations to be performed leveraging one
token. The process then moves to step 613 Where the neW

token(s) are queued for processing. At step 614 the operations
de?ned Within the token are performed and at step 615, the

process ends for that request With logs updated and noti?ca
tion of completion and results of the operation forWarded to
the tenant.

[0076]

If at step 609, the token(s) could not be validated by

comparing hash values, it may be an indication that the
request is from an unauthorized entity or that the original
token Was tampered With or Was corrupted in some Way. In
this case a noti?cation is immediately sent to the tenant at step
604. The tenant may or may not be presented an opportunity

to permit the operations on the ?y as evidence of tampering or
false request may lead to an increase in security protocols
used to prevent such malicious intent. The important aspect is
that no data operations are permitted unless they are covered

by policy de?nition and pre-agreed to (existing valid token),
or agreed to on the ?y With full generation of one or more neW

tokens to permit those operations Within the allotted time
WindoWs.

for the token identifying the neWly generated token(s) as
reusable. The process then resumes through steps 704

through 708 as previously described for a transitory token(s).
[0081] In any case, at step 708, if it is determined that the
token(s) are not valid through hash comparison, then the
tenant is immediately alerted at step 712. The process may
then end for the request With logging of the events performed
at step 711. If the system determines that the token(s) are valid
at step 708, the system moves to perform the valid data
operations at step 709. After the operations are performed the
token(s) may be discarded or stored at step 710 according to
the determination made at step 701. The system may then log
results at step 711 and notify the tenant of the completed
operation(s) at step 712.
[0082]

It Will be apparent to one With skill in the art that

implementing the methods and apparatus of the present
invention may avert typical threats that may occur in a cloud

computing netWork. For example, many government and cor
porate security policies insist in the practice of resource shar
ing With certain trusted parties of the netWork. It is possible
that these bodies may mismanage the co-existence of virtual
machine (VM) instances per the SLA so that non-trusted
cloud tenants share the same resources used by the govern

[0077] FIG. 7 is a process ?oW chart 700 illustrating a
process for differentiating betWeen a transitory token and a

ment and large corporate bodies.
[0083] All trusted parties are identi?ed in the generated
policy de?nition and only those trusted cloud tenants are

reusable token for validating an operation performed on cloud
data according to an embodiment of the present invention. In

puting of government or corporate data. The underlying con

this process, it is assumed that a request Was received for

trol and management platform along With the policy manage

alloWed to share the underlying resources allocated to com
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ment module in the hypervisor kernel checks the policy
de?nition and Will ensure that the government or corporate

3. The system of claim 1, implemented in a virtual machine

monitoring layer.

VM instances are launched along With previously agreed

4. The system of claim 3, further integrated into a DomO

trusted cloud tenants only. If an attempt is made to violate this
rule While launching VMs, the token Will block such moves

system kernel.
5. The system of claim 1, Wherein the available computing

because they are not speci?ed in the token operations. The
system immediately alerts the cloud consumer of such
attempts that fail because they Were not permitted by the

pre-de?ned attributes of a parent object, the operations agreed

token content.
[0084] In another exemplary use case, a tenant may have

entrusted the service provider to do a daily back up of tenant
data at a prede?ned time. There exists a possibility that the
administrator may take an entire duplicate copy of the ten
ant’s data and sell it to a competitor or for other malicious
reasons. In order to prevent this malicious intent, the token

de?ning the backup operation de?nes the time of day for
performing the operation and the TTL speci?es the time
needed to perform the backup. The token can be con?gured to
deliver logs that carry varying levels of detail depending on
the critical nature of the process that is being initiated. This
Way the token Will ensure that the backup operation is done
once on the tenant’s data at the required time and Within the
de?ned time frame of the TTL. Further attributes may be

inherited by the token as per the service level agreement that
speci?es the intended source database or server hosting the

operations attributed to the one or more generated tokens are

to in a service level agreement (SLA) betWeen a cloud com

puting tenant and a cloud computing service provider.
6. The system of claim 1, Wherein the one or more gener
ated tokens are stored in an inactive and signed state until they
are required to validate a requested operation.
7. The system of claim 1, Wherein one or more of the tokens
are reusable tokens that are uniquely identi?ed at each
instance of use.
8. The system of claim 1, Wherein one or more tokens are

dynamically generated upon request of a cloud service
administrator or cloud tenant for performance of one or more

data operations outside of a current SLA.
9. The system of claim 8, Wherein the one or more dynami
cally generated tokens are added to a token storage space
containing the pre-negotiated tokens, the one or more tokens
incorporating one or more neW operations into the SLA as one
or more updates.

10. The system of claim 1, Wherein the one or more tokens

data that requires backup and the destination device, netWork,

are signed using privately held keys.

or machine to accept the backed up data. Without a token the

11. The system of claim 1, Wherein the hash of a token is
compared to an embedded hash value to validate the content

service provider administrator is not able to perform any
actions that are not speci?ed as permitted under the SLA.
are checked against the policy store to ensure that the

and operation integrity of the token before activation for use.
12. The system of claim 1 further including a ?fth function
for validating one or more tokens for operation against pre

requested action is legitimate and is as per the prearrangement
agreed at the time of SLA sign off.

negotiated list of permitted operations in the SLA policy
governing the provider/tenant relationship.

[0085]

13 . Amethod for securing against internal malicious opera
tions against data stored on a cloud-computing netWork com

Every time such requests are raised the proposed operations

It Will be apparent to one With skill in the art that the

token security system and methods of the invention may be
provided using some or all of the mentioned features and
components Without departing from the spirit and scope of
the present invention. It Will also be apparent to the skilled
artisan that the embodiments described above are speci?c
examples of a single broader invention that may have greater
scope than any of the singular descriptions taught. There may
be many alterations made in the descriptions Without depart
ing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.
1. A system for protecting data managed in a cloud-com

puting netWork from malicious data operations comprising:
an Internet-connected server; and

softWare executing on the server from a non-transitory

physical medium, the softWare providing:
a ?rst function adapted for generating one or more security
tokens that validate one or more computing operations to

be performed on the data;
a second function adapted for generating a hash for each
token generated, the hash detailing, in a secure fashion,
the operation type or types permitted by the one or more

tokens;
a third function adapted for brokering tWo -par‘ty signature
of the one or more tokens; and

a fourth function adapted for dynamically activating the
one or more signed tokens for a speci?c time WindoW

required to perform the operations permitted by the
token.

2. The system of claim 1, Wherein the cloud-computing
netWork is a public netWork based on an Infrastructure as a

Service (IaaS) model.

prising the steps:
(a) generating one or more security tokens that validate one

or more computing operations permitted on the data, the
operations listed in a pre-negotiated service level agree
ment betWeen a tenant and service provider of the cloud

computing netWork;
(b) generating hashes for the one or more security tokens,

the hashes validating the integrity of each token relevant
to the operation or operations that each token permits;
(c) signing the one or more tokens using encryption keys
privately held by the tenant and the service provider;
(d) upon request, activating one or more of the tokens to
initiate one or more computing operations permitted on
the data.

14. The method of claim 13, Wherein the cloud-computing
netWork is a public netWork based on an Infrastructure as a

Service (IaaS) model.
15. The method of claim 13, Wherein the available com
puting operations attributed to the one or more generated
tokens are pre-de?ned attributes of a parent object, the opera
tions agreed to in a service level agreement (SLA) betWeen a
cloud computing tenant and a cloud computing service pro
vider.
16. The method of claim 13, Wherein the one or more

generated tokens are stored in an inactive and signed state

until they are required to validate a requested operation.

17-20. (canceled)

